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An alternative detector design for Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) applications is currently under development at the 
European Spallation Source (ESS) [1].  Given the unavailability and high price of 3He, this detector design utilizes gaseous 
detectors with 10B as neutron converter and is ideally suited for a SANS instrument at the ESS. The novel aspects of the 
geometry,  exploiting  the properties  of  the converting  material,  in  combination  with  the performance of  the detector  are 
addressed by means of  analytical  calculations,  as  well  as  detailed Monte Carlo  simulations  using a  customized version of 
GEANT4. Last but not least, progress from the conceptual prototype design is presented.!

•  gaseous detector banks 10 m long, 0.5 m in diameter!
•  simple, cheap and material-oriented design!
•  excellent polar angle resolution δθ/θ < 10 %!
•  10B4C-coated Al layer in back-scattering mode for maximizing 

efficiency [2,3]!
•  Ar/CO2 gas mixture!
•  high efficiency thanks to the grazing angle!
•  small impact of local scattering on angular resolution!
•  collimation for reduction of long distance scattering!

YZ cross section of the proposed SANS detector!

•  GEANT4 simulations of realistic geometry!
•  combination of GEANT4 and McStas libraries (NXSLib) for proper treatment of thermal neutrons!
•  tools in place to begin with detailed optimization studies!
•  preliminary results on the scattering background of the proposed geometries for background reduction (material thicknesses have been 

exaggerated to enhance the effect)!

Analytical calculations of the polar angle resolution, efficiency, Q access and Q resolution for the detector banks surrounding the vacuum tank [4]!

•  ESS has entered the detector prototyping phase !
•  First attempt focusing on a simple single channel gas counter!
•  The 10B4C converter sheets partly cover the interior of the pipe!
•  First signals obtained at the ESS Detector Lab!
•  Next focus on a SANS prototype with realistic geometry!

Preliminary simulations of polar 
angle scattering effects with 
different neutron energies for the 
proposed geometries, aiming on 
background reduction.!
!
•  No absorbing flanges (left)!
•  Multiple absorbing flanges (right)!

Proportional counter with a single absorbing 10B4C sheet (a), 
end cap with gas supply (b) and electronics (c).!

Coated components for the 
SANS prototype are available!

SUMMARY
•  Analytical calculations of the proposed SANS detector pave the way to realistic simulations!
•  Preliminary GEANT4 simulations of background scattering available!
•  Realistic detector optimization now possible – simulation tools in place and operational!
•  Simple prototype will be used to validate simulation results on scattering at small scattering angles!
•  Next step of prototyping is a realistic SANS geometry!

(a)! (b)! (c)!

Oscilloscope trace of the counter (persistent mode)!

PNPI Workshop on PIK Instrumentation

http://www.europeanspallationsource.se


ESS Partners on Detectors



Helium-3 Crisis

Aside ... maybe He-3 detectors are 
anyway not what is needed for ESS?  

eg rate, resolution reaching the limit ... 

Crisis or opportunity ... ? 

Figure 1: Global supply and demand situation for 3He gas in bar-litres as reported in late 2011. The demand
for the gas here exludes any ESS requirements or those of other future spallation sources.

in Europe of 3He, when available, is a factor 40-70 above its historical price. These factors puts 3He out of
scope for any future request, for large and medium area neutron detectors.

This dilemma was recognised by the neutron research community in 2009, and led to the formation of the
International Collaboration for the development of Neutron Detectors to investigate and develop alternatives
for large area detectors. In particular, three Joint Research Activity (JRA) working groups were formed: on
Scintillator detectors, 10B thin film gaseous detectors and BF3 gaseous detectors. In the discussion below,
extant technologies such as image plates and scintillator/ccd imagers are not mentioned; whilst they are well
proven technologies, and readily available, but they have poor time resolution. As such they are not appropriate
for core detectors for ESS instruments and are not considered further here.

Detector Requirements for the Instruments. The estimated detector requirements from the 22 reference
neutron scattering instruments outlined in this document are summarised in Table 1.

Technologies chosen for Matching Instrument Requirements.

10Boron thin film gaseous detectors. One possible replacement for 3He for neutron detection is the boron
isotope 10B. 10B has a relatively high neutron absorption cross section, resulting in an absorption e�ciency
of 70% compared to 3He, at a neutron wavelength of 1.8 Å. Naturally occurring boron contains 20% of 10B,
but due to the almost 10% mass di↵erence to the other boron isotope, 11B, the isotope separation is relatively
easy. Such a detector will typically contain Aluminium sheets that are coated with 10B4C (Boron Carbide)
layers where 10B absorbs the incident neutrons. The nuclear reaction results in Lithium and Helium ions. Both
the 7Li and 4He ions can be detected, with both temporal and spatial resolutions, in a detecting gas. Due
to a reduced escape probability for the reaction particles with increasing depth of the events (typically a few
microns), a detector, on which the neutrons impinge at normal incidence, will be based on a number of thin
(1 µm) consecutive conversion layers, coated with thin 10B-containing films, to be traversed by the neutrons
(typically ca. 30). To overcome the reduction in escape probability with depth, it is also possible to incline
the layers at high angles to increase the e↵ective interaction length, whilst not adversely a↵ecting the escape
e�ciency. This has an additional benefit in potentially improving the position resolution. It does however
complicate the design of such a detector; such a configuration is termed an “inclined geometry” detector.

The potential of Boron thin film gaseous detectors is evidenced by the number of presently ongoing e↵orts:
There are presently more than 10 ongoing R+D e↵orts, equally directed towards designs with “normal” ge-
ometry, and “inclined” geometry configurations. The discussion below will concentrate on three illustrative
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Comment: seems to be some naivety at the 
moment  as stocks are being emptied rapidly

....an appropriate 
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Challenge for Rate



NDRA 2014 |  2014-07-03  |  Neutron Sources 

The ESS site
2011



NDRA 2014 |  2014-07-03  |  Neutron Sources 

The ESS site
April 2018



ESS Neutron Instrument positions:  
December 2016

ESS Instrument Layout (December 2016)

ESS In-Kind Partners also collaborate 
on sample environment, data 
management systems etc. 

Lead Partners for instrument 
construction

+  
Nuclear Physics 

Institute

+  
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ODIN
DREAM

NMX

MIRACLES

BEER

C-SPEC

T-REX
MAGIC

BIFROST

HEIMDAL

FREIA

LoKI

SKADI

VESPA

ESTIA

+  

50 m 100 m 150 m



Detectors



What can be done with this brightness

Instrument Design Implications for Detectors

Smaller samples
Better Resolution 

(position and time) 
Channel count

Higher flux, shorter experiments Rate capability and data volume

More detailed studies Lower background, lower S:B 
Larger dynamic range

Multiple methods on 1 instrument 
Larger solid angle coverage

Larger area coverage 
Lower cost of detectors

A
lso: scarcity of H

elium
-3 …

.Developments required for detectors for new 
Instruments

{
{



Instantaneous
Rate Capability (log)

1 10 100 1000

Requirements Challenge for Detectors for ESS:
beyond detector present state-of-the art

Rate Requirements
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Detectors for ESS: design choices for 16 
instruments

Instrument 
class

Instrument 
sub-class

Instrument Key requirements 
for detectors

Preferred detector 
technology

Ongoing 
developments
(funding source) 

Large-scale 
structures

Small Angle 
Scattering

SKADI Pixel size, count-rate, 
area

Pixellated Scintillator SonDe (EU SonDe)
LOKI 10B-based BandGem

Reflectometry FREIA Pixel size, count-rate 10B-based MultiBlade (EU 
BrightnESS)ESTIA

Diffraction

Powder diffraction DREAM Pixel size, count-rate 10B-based Jalousie
HEIMDAL 10B-based Jalousie

Single-crystal 
diffraction

MAGIC Pixel size, count-rate 10B-based Jalousie
NMX Pixel size, large area Gd-based GdGEM uTPC(EU 

BrightnESS)
Engineering

Strain scanning BEER Pixel size, count-rate 10B-based AmCLD, A1CLD
Imaging and 
tomography

ODIN Pixel size Scintillators, MCP, wire 
chambers

Various

Spectroscopy

Direct geometry C-SPEC Large area 
 (3He-gas unaffordable) 10B-based MultiGrid (EU BrightnESS)T-REX

VOR
Indirect geometry BIFROST Count-rate 3He-based He-3 PSD Tubes

MIRACLES He-3 PSD Tubes
VESPA Count-rate 3He-based He-3 PSD Tubes

SPIN-ECHO Spin-echo tbd tbd 3He-based/10B-based 

Good dialogue and close collaboration 
needed for successful delivery and integration

arXiv:1411.6194

Instruments moving from 
100kPix to >10MPix

>10k readout 
channels:

**

* **



Baseline Detector 
Technologies for Initial Suite

Detectors for ESS will comprise 
many different technologies

1
1

3

1
10

Diffraction: 4 instruments

Direct Spectroscopy: 3 instruments

SANS: 1 instrument

Reflectometry: 2 instruments

SANS: 1 instruments

Indirect Spectroscopy: 3 
instruments

Imaging: 1 instrument

NMX: 1 instrument

He-3 PSD Tubes

SoNDe

Gd-GEM

Various Jalousie (3) 
Am-CLD (1): B-10 MWPC

Multi-Grid

Multi-Blade

BandGEM

Instruments moving from 
100kPix to >10MPix

>10k readout 
channels:



Basic Principle of Neutron 
Detectors

photons 
or charge

converter

n
collect 

charge or 
photons amplify

gain
digitise algorithm

disk / “dmsc-land”

order may be different, or step skipped

“Converter”
“Detector”

“Electronics”

Efficient neutron converters a key component for neutron detectors

+ +
ESS 2013-11-12!

Demonstrator#for#Timing#and#
Control#Interface##

Control!Boxes!
•  Servers controlling a collection 

of equipment 

•  Standardized platform 
Components 
CS core services 
HMI 
Integration support 



10Boron-based Thin Film Gaseous 
Detectors

 neutron
4He

7Li

4He

7Li

gas volume                  10B4C layer

 Efficiency limited at ~5% (2.5Å) for a single layer
•natB contains  
	 80 at.% 11B and  
	 20 at.% 10B

• Boron is difficult to deposit 
• Use 10B4C 
• Conductive, stable



10B4C Thin Film Coatings

• A number of groups have shown it 
is possible to deposit large areas 
of high quality Boron Carbide 
cheaply

• PVD Magnetron Sputtering
• Deposition parameters highly 
adaptable

• A very interdisciplinary effort

4500 mm

deposition chamber

cryopump

turbo molecular pump

Radiation hardness (FRM II): 1014 neutrons/cm2  on 1 µm 10B4C films 
         (800 years in a detector irradiated 24/7 with a flux of 108 n/cm2/s)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
•  No influence on adhesion, composition, morphology, structure, etc 
•   0.000156 % of the 10B atoms were consumed 

  (Lifetime of 10B atoms with 108 n/cm2/s is >20 000 years #) 
•  First coatings made in 2010 show no sign of ageing after >4 years 

ESS-LiU-FRM II collaboration 
C. Höglund et al., submitted 

 
Radiation hardness   

As-deposited 1014 n/cm2 

" Neutrons will not shorten the lifetime of the coatings! 

17 

As-deposited 1014 neutrons/cm2 

Radiation hardness (FRM II): 1014 neutrons/cm2  on 1 µm 10B4C films 
         (800 years in a detector irradiated 24/7 with a flux of 108 n/cm2/s)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
•  No influence on adhesion, composition, morphology, structure, etc 
•   0.000156 % of the 10B atoms were consumed 

  (Lifetime of 10B atoms with 108 n/cm2/s is >20 000 years #) 
•  First coatings made in 2010 show no sign of ageing after >4 years 

ESS-LiU-FRM II collaboration 
C. Höglund et al., submitted 

 
Radiation hardness   

As-deposited 1014 n/cm2 

" Neutrons will not shorten the lifetime of the coatings! 

17 

As-deposited 1014 neutrons/cm2 

• ESS-Linkoping 
Deposition Facility

• Industrial Coating 
Machine

• Capacity: >1000m2/year 
coated with 10B4C

• Cheap

SOLVED



Enhancing the efficiency of 
10B-based Neutron Detectors

 neutron

10B4C layer substrate

10B4C layergas 
volume

gas 
volumeMulti layer 

Grazing angle (<10˚)

substrate

1

2
10B4C layer

 neutron

Generic approaches to improve 
efficiency



10B4C layer 
!

substrate 

gas  
volume 

!neutrons 

Efficiency of 10B Detectors:
Perpendicular Geometry

• Single layer is only ca.5%
• Calculations done by many groups
• Analytical calculations extensively verified with prototypes and data
• Details matter: just like for 3He

• Multilayer configuration (example): 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Mul%&Grid!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3He!tubes!–!1!inch!–!4.75!bar!!!
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CSPEC at ESS

�19

Cold direct geometry chopper spectrometer
0.2 meV < Ei < 20 meV
29m2 detector 
Horizontal coverage 5° to 135°
Vertical coverage -25° to 25° 



2.4 m2!

3m!

0.8m!

n"

• Designed as replacement 
for He-3 tubes for largest 
area detectors

• Cheap and modular design 
• Possible to build large area 

detectors again
• 20-50m2 envisaged for 

ESS

Multi-Grid Detector Design

• Very background 
sensitive technique

Elastic signal

inelastic signal

prompt 
pulse

example from LET@ISIS
aim: replace He-3 for this

IN5-dimensioned demonstrator to show that large scale production is possible



Multi-Grid test at CNCS

Installation completed
Detector inaccessible 

for 12 months

MG

He-tubes

• Test side-by-side with existing technology in 
world leading instrument 

• Realistic conditions
• “Science” or application performance
• 2 different technologies on the same 
instrument

B10 Multi-Grid Detector 
Performance is equivalent 
to that of He-3 detectors

A.Khaplanov et al. “Multi-Grid Detector for Neutron 
Spectroscopy: Results Obtained on Time-of-Flight 
Spectrometer CNCS" https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.03626 
2017 JINST 12 P04030

https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.03626


Construction of MG.CNCS in Lund

�22

1.
1m



Operation since 2016-07-14

�23

Operating without possibility of access since installation
Count rate stable to within 1-2% for a constant setting

90 daysFirst day

Operation between July 2016 - June 2017



Multi-Grid test at CNCS

• Data and instrument resolution identical
• Technology suitable for ESS instruments

• Advantages over He3 tubes:
• rate performance
• fast neutron sensitivity

Technology demonstrated, 
ready for deployment



Realising Large Area Detectors

BrightnESS is funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No. 676548

 

CSPEC TREX
Detailed Engineering Design Started



The Multi-Blade project

Multi-Blade
sample

neutrons

wires X

substrate

neutrons
θ strip

s Y
10B4C

MWPC

θ = 5 degrees

A single Boron layer inclined at 5 degrees

A cassette 
(unit)

neutrons

θ
neutrons

θ
10B4C

10
B

4C

θ = 5 degreesθ = 90 degrees

Efficiency 45% at 2.5ÅEfficiency <5% at 2.5Å

High counting rate capability  

High spatial resolution
10B-detector for reflectometers

Multi-Blade 10B-based detector for  
neutron reflectometry at ESS:  

tests at the 
CRISP reflectometer at RAL (UK) 

Francesco Piscitelli  
on behalf of  

ESS / Wigner / Lund University / Linköping University collaboration 

IEEE NSS Atlanta 

2017/10/26

Wigner Research Institute

Building research infrastructure and synergies for highest scientific impact on ESS

Linköping University

F. Piscitelli et al., The Multi-Blade Boron-10-based Neutron Detector for high intensity 
Neutron Reflectometry at ESS, JINST 12 (3) P03013 (2017).

F. Piscitelli and P. van Esch, Analytical modeling of thin film neutron converters and its 
application to thermal neutron gas detectors JINST 8, P04020 (2013) arXiv:1302.3153



The Multi-Blade project

neutrons
neutrons

130m
m

100mm

32 Strips 
(back)

9 
un

its

32 wires 
(front)

vessel

32 ch  
front-end board



sample

MB detector
sample

CRISP reflectometer at ISIS

130mm

100m
m

Multi-Blade 
detector



strip
s

wires

40mm

60
m
m

shadow

sample

Results

BN mask

Not a dead area but the overlap avoids dead zones 

10B4C
substrate

shadow

shadow

No shadow

Multi-Blade 
detector

(Log scale)



Results

Specular Reflectivity

Supermirror edge 
(m=3.8)

Si edge

Correlated roughness  
domains from the layers

Spin-flip scattering signal,  
from the layersSam

ple Horizo
n 

Transmitted beam  
through the sample

No Transmitted beam, 
total reflection 

All features have been clearly identifiedDetector Performance:  
F. Piscitelli et al, Journal of Instrumentation , 
accepted (2018) arXiv:1803.09589

Reflectometry Performance: 
G. Mauri et al, Proc. Royal Society B, 
submitted (2018) arXiv:1804.03962 Technology 

demonstrated, ready 
for deployment



Trends



Micropattern Gaseous Detectors

2nd Workshop: https://indico.cern.ch/event/365380/ arXiv:1601.01534   
22'

eg Gas Electron Multiplier 
(GEMs)

Summary of 1st workshop for MPGDs for neutron detection: arXiv:1410.0107

Rate tests with thermal neutrons

2 CERN RD51 Collaboration workshops on Neutron Detection using MPGDs

•Field started by A Oed at the ILL with the              
micro-strip gas chamber (MSGC) in 1988 
•Now widespread: many variants 
•Potentially excellent resolution and rate capability 
•Growing interest for applications for neutron 
detection

BAND-GEM design

https://indico.cern.ch/event/365380/
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Co-60
AmBe
Thermal n

Fast neutron sensitivity

Fast neutron ∼ 10-5  
* first characterization for a thermal 
n detector

Gamma ∼10-8  
✓ Agreement with previous work  

Sensitivity: Cumulative sum of 
counts 

100 keV threshold

Thermal neutron ∼0.6 

Some Thoughts on Background

At the detector, it is 1000 times more important to remove fast neutrons than gamma 
At the detector, it is 10000 times more important to prevent scattering and local thermalisation 

than remove fast neutrons 
Historically the emphasis has been opposite

G. Mauri et al., Fast neutron sensitivity of neutron detectors 
based on boron-10 converter layers. arXiv:1712.05614 
(submitted to JINST) (2018)

Boron detector (He-3 more sensitive to FN)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.05614


ESS Coding Framework -  
Geant4 simulation framework Developed by ESS Detector Group 
doi:10.1016/S0168-9002(03)01368-8  
doi:10.1088/1742-6596/513/2/022017

• New tools & utilities are recently developed for neutron 
studies 
– Physics 

• Coherent scattering  
• Inelastic scattering 
• Single- and poly-crystals… 

– And more 
• Communication 
• Visualisation 
• Ready-to use… 

 

Simulation tools

NXSG4 
doi:10.1016/j.cpc.2014.11.009  
http://nxsg4.web.cern.ch/nxsg4/

NCrystal  
https://github.com/mctools/ncrystal/wiki

MCPL -  
Monte Carlo Particle List 
https://mctools.github.io/mcpl/

 34
19 Sept. NSS Seminar  
K. Kanaki, X X. Cai, E. Dian: Optimization of detector design for  instruments with simulations: Tools and applications

https://doi.org/10.1016/S0168-9002(03)01368-8
https://doi.org/10.1016/S0168-9002(03)01368-8
https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-6596/513/2/022017
https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-6596/513/2/022017
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cpc.2014.11.009
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cpc.2014.11.009
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cpc.2014.11.009
http://nxsg4.web.cern.ch/nxsg4/
http://nxsg4.web.cern.ch/nxsg4/
https://github.com/mctools/ncrystal/wiki
https://github.com/mctools/ncrystal/wiki
https://github.com/mctools/ncrystal/wiki
https://github.com/mctools/ncrystal/wiki
https://github.com/mctools/ncrystal/wiki
https://github.com/mctools/ncrystal/wiki
https://github.com/mctools/ncrystal/wiki
https://mctools.github.io/mcpl/
https://mctools.github.io/mcpl/
https://mctools.github.io/mcpl/
https://confluence.esss.lu.se/display/SD/NSS+Seminars?preview=/64913835/237732378/DG_NSS_seminar_19Sep2017.pdf


Example: simulation Multi-Grid 
Results

• Geant4 model was validated: 
– IN6 measurement: ToF comparison 
– CNCS  measurement: ToF, energy transfer, etc

 35

E. Dian et al. https://doi.org/10.1016/
j.nima.2018.04.055

measured

Etrf = Einitial - Efinal 

Elastic peak

Scattered neutron background  
from sample environment

Validation

Scattered neutron  
 background  
from detector

• Realistic Multi-Grid model built 
– reproduced measured results from  

IN6 and CNCS experiments 
• Ready to use for optimisation 
• Use the simulation to refine 

detector design

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2018.04.055
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2018.04.055
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2018.04.055
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2018.04.055


Thoughts … 

• Detector development takes time
• Very difficult to go from concept to beam line in less than a decade
• e.g. Multi Grid started 2009/10. On ESS instrument ca. 2021/22
• Detector development time >> Instrument construction time

• This should be our aspiration level for a (every?) decade … :

Instantaneous	
Rate	Capability	(log)

1 10 100 1000

Requirements	Challenge	for	Detectors	for	ESS:	
beyond	detector	present	state-of-the	art

Rate	Requirements

Imaging

Diffraction SANS

Reflectometry

Direct Spectroscopy

Indirect Spectroscopy

1	=	state-of-the-art

factor	by	which	requirements	
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…and cost improvement of a factor 
of few …

Basic	Principle	of	Neutron	Detectors

photons 
or charge

converter

n
collect 

charge or 
photons amplify

gain
digitise algorithm

disk / “dmsc-land”

order may be different, or step skipped

“Converter”
“Detector”

“Electronics”

Efficient neutron converters a key component for neutron detectors

+ +
ESS 2013-11-12!

Demonstrator#for#Timing#and#
Control#Interface##

Control!Boxes!
•  Servers controlling a collection 

of equipment 

•  Standardized platform 
Components 
CS core services 
HMI 
Integration support 

• Computing and electronics have 
become ubiquitous and very cheap

• Future detectors will be much more 
designed around electronics

• Don't divide DAQ &detector efforts

• Simulation will play a much bigger 
role in design 

• Specialisation and collaboration
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Summary

•Brightness and science goals mean that the requirements for 
detectors cannot be met with todays state-of-the-art detectors 
•Helium-3 crisis means that the “gold standard” for neutron 
detection is no longer default option 

•Helium-3 replacement technologies and the large amount of new 
instrumentation is driving the detector development.  
•Boron-10 Gaseous detectors becoming mature 
•This is a very active topic 

•First developments are coming to realisation: yes there is post-
helium-3 neutron science!  
•Neutron detectors for future instruments are going to look very 
different … 
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What does this mean for detectors?

Implications for Detectors Implications for Detectors

Better Resolution 
(position and time) sqrt(10)

Channel count pixelated: factor 10 
x-y coincidence:sqrt(10)

Rate capability and data volume factor 10 
Lower background, lower S:B 

Larger dynamic range
Keep constant 

implies: factor 10 smaller B per neutron
Larger area coverage 

Lower cost of detectors Factor of a few

Developments required for detectors for new Instruments

{
What does a factor 10 improvement imply for the detectors?



Isotopes Suitable as Cold 
and Thermal Neutron 
Convertors

Detectors for Thermal Neutrons

A.Oed

Introduction
The particle- or radiation-detection is based on the measurement of electric currents. 
Thermal neutrons with their low velocity and without an electric charge can only
be measured subsequent to a nuclear reaction with target atoms which emit either
ionizing radiations or ionizing particles. The target isotopes commonly used for
thermal neutron detection are indicated in Tab (1). Except for Gd, all the other
reactions are fission processes where two fission particles are ejected in opposite
directions randomly oriented in space.
The Maxwell distributions of thermal neutrons are shown in Fig (1).

3.3-1

Table 1: Commonly used isotopes for thermal neutron detection, reaction
products and their kinetic energies.

Figure 1: Velocity-, energy- and wave-length-distribution for neutrons at 300 o K.

1 eV 1 keV 

1 MeV 

thermal

cold

• Only a few isotopes with 
sufficient interaction cross 
section

• To be useful in a detector 
application, reaction products 
need to be easily detectable

• In region of interest, cross sections scale 
roughly as 1/v

• G. Breit, E.Wiegner, Phys. Rev., Vol. 49, 519, (1936)

• Presently >80% of neutron detectors 
worldwide are Helium-3 based



ESS Thin Films Workshop

•Co-located w/ Linkoping University for synergies: expertise&facilities
•Industrial coatings machine and production line setup
•Capacity: several times ESS needs
•If interested in coatings: contact us

Publications: 
*C. Höglund et al, J of Appl. Phys. 111, 104908 (2012) 
*S. Schmidt et al, J. of Materials Science 51, Issue 23 (2016) 
*C. Höglund, Rad. Phys. and Chem. 113 , 14-19 (2015);

Required property Result OK?

Good adhesion > 5 µm on Al, Si, Al2O3, etc ☺

Low residual stress 0.09 GPa at 1 µm 10B4C ☺

 Low impurities H + N + O only ~1 at.% ☺

High 10B content 79.3 at.% of 10B ☺

n-radiation hard Survive 1014 neutrons/cm2 ☺

10B4C

Si 1 µm

•Many substrates possible: 
Produc,on#restric,onsW#Different#substrates#

Al and Glass substrates with B4C coating�

Solved+# Ongoing+

Al# Glass#W#ok#solu,on#

AlWfoil# Ni#and#NiWcoated#W#ok#solu,on#

Stainless#steel# Cu#coat.#Kapton#

Al2O3# MgO#

Si#

G10#

Ti#

Cu#

Teflon#

Kapton#foil#

Kapton#tape#

Produc,on#restric,onsW#Different#substrates#

Al and Glass substrates with B4C coating�

Solved+# Ongoing+

Al# Glass#W#ok#solu,on#

AlWfoil# Ni#and#NiWcoated#W#ok#solu,on#

Stainless#steel# Cu#coat.#Kapton#

Al2O3# MgO#

Si#

G10#

Ti#

Cu#

Teflon#

Kapton#foil#

Kapton#tape#



Detector

multi-wire chamber   
many detection layers

inclined geometry 10°

8 absorbing layers
POWTEX

12 absorbing layers
~30 anode layers

new B-10 detector technology

efficiency
POWTEX detector

assembly mantle

Back scattering module
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Diffractometers: Jalousie-like design
Instruments: DREAM, MAGIC, HEIMDAL

Detector

multi-wire chamber   
many detection layers

inclined geometry 10°

8 absorbing layers
POWTEX

12 absorbing layers
~30 anode layers

new B-10 detector technology

efficiency
POWTEX detector

assembly mantle

Back scattering module

Staging plan for full scope instrument
The difference between instrument configuration agreed during scope setting meeting 
and full scope instrument lies in higher detector coverage, advanced sample 
environment and sample preparation area  

*Agreed Scope (1.68 sr) Full Scope (5.12 sr)

* New arrangement is suggested for TG2

•Inclined angle B-10 detectors, angled at sample  
•(CDT Heidelburg) 

•eg DREAM

around the sample. A photograph of one individual Jalousie
segment is shown in Fig. 5. The central cathode readout strips
are cut such that, when installed in the POWTEX arrangement,
they point concentrically to the neutron scattering sample. The
particular orientation and shape of the cathode readout strips
were chosen so as to realize readout channels that rather
represent the scattering angle Y than position along the lamella.
Indeed, taking into account that the lamella-plane is mounted
skewed by 101 to the scattering center, the cathode strips follow
the shape of a conical section and slightly vary in width from strip
to strip as well as along any individual strip. The lamella active
volume is about 20 cm deep when seen from the sample and
increases in length up to 220 cm towards the outside far from the
sample. The wire-holding end-pieces are cut at 451 and are
designed as small as possible in order to minimize the blind solid
angle they introduce. Overall, the lamella appears as a trapezoid
when seen from the side with anode wires strung in direction of
the parallel sides.

4. First measurement results

The Jalousie detector prototype was initially taken into opera-
tion and studied at the in-house 252Cf-source of Physikalisches
Institut Heidelberg. The detector was then taken to the Mainz
TRIGA reactor for a more in depth beam-time. The Mainz reactor
is a small research reactor that may be operated at cw-power
from as low as 100 mW to a maximum of 100 kW. It is equipped
with a thermal column, which has recently been configured to
provide a thermal neutron beam. In this simple configuration
without any neutron guide, the beam is contaminated with
epithermal neutrons as well as gammas, beam divergence is
large. The detector was installed for its test right in front of the
beam hole. Quite some effort was invested in collimating the
beam so that it would be useful for detector spatial resolution
tests and the like. The beam was collimated to illuminate a spot of
approximately 8 mm by 10 mm with an estimated divergence of
about 0.51. Fig. 6 shows the data of a high voltage scan, where the
detected signal count was determined as a function of detector
bias. Anode wires and cathode strips were read out separately. A
clear, well-defined plateau can be observed in particular for the
anode signals. The corresponding data for the cathode appears
stretched to higher voltages, which is to be attributed to the fact
that only half the cathode area contributes to the signal on the
cathode strip, whereas the entire anode signal is generated on the
anode read out. Beyond 1200 V, gamma background along the
entire detector length starts being registered on the anode. For
high efficiency coincident readout, the operating voltage should
be chosen within the plateau for both, anode and cathode. In this
case, an operating voltage of 1200 V appears adequate.

The detector prototype investigated has some areas where the
boron coating was omitted for comparative measurements. A
high voltage scan with the beam illuminating an uncoated area
gives an indication on the detector’s gamma sensitivity. The
detector is exposed to the entire gamma background in the beam,
which stems from the direct view onto the reactor core. Neutrons
remain undetected. Few signals are registered at very high
voltages only, which could be attributed to gamma beam-back-
ground (see Fig. 7). The same measurement at a detector location
with boron coatings shows the plateau behavior previously

Fig. 4. Design study for POWTEX with a cylindrical arrangement of many Jalousie
detector segments to enclose a scattering sample in the middle (active length
160 cm, inner diameter 160 cm). On the lower left the shape of an individual
detector segment can be seen.

Fig. 5. Final prototype exposed to the thermal column at the research reactor
TRIGA MARK II in Mainz. The detector segment is inclined here at 171 against the
collimated thermal neutron beam coming from left (white arrow).
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Fig. 6. Detected counts of an anode wire (squares) and a cathode readout strip of
the inner cathode plane (stars) as a function of wire chamber operating voltage. As
the cathode readout strips collect only one half of the signal charge, the plateau is
found at higher voltage. Beyond 1200 V, gamma background along the entire
detector length starts being registered on the anode.

M. Henske et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 686 (2012) 151–155154

Geant4	design

CAD	design

• 10B Jalousie Detector 60ºx48º 

• 10B Jalousie Detector 120ºx6º     Cascade Detector Technology

Detectors

•eg MAGIC
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Esko Oksanen, European Spallation Source

Campbell et al. J. Appl. Cryst. (1998). 31, 496-502 
Artz et al. J. Appl. Cryst. (1999). 32, 554-562 

Helliwell, J.R. et al. J. Appl. Cryst. (1989) 22, 483−497
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Neutron Macromolecular Crystallography



the Gadolinium conversion electrons have not only on average a far larger range, but also do not
leave a straight ionization track. Figure 2 shows the typical curved track of a 70 keV electron in
Ar/CO2 70/30 as simulated with Degrad [25].
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Figure 2: Track of 70 keV electron in Ar/CO2 70/30 simulated with Degrad.

3. Experimental setup

3.1 Beam line and detector setup

For the detector tests at JEEP II, the monochromator of the R2D2 beam line was optimised to
deliver mono-energetic neutrons of 2 Å, with a maximum flux of 11 kHz at a beam size of 2⇥2 cm2.
The beam line was equipped with a beam monitor, two sets of movable collimating slits made of
borated Al blades, and a calibrated 3He tube 3a.

The detector under test was a standard 10 x 10 cm Triple-GEM [26] detector flushed with
Ar/CO2 70/30 mixture at 10 stl/h. It consisted of three standard GEM foils stacked at a distance of
2 mm from each other and powered with a resistor chain. The current through the resistor-divider
was set to 730 µA in order to obtain an effective gain of about 5000. The conversion volume or drift
space was 10 mm long, and as cathode served a 250 µm thick sheet of natural Gadolinium. Natural
Gadolinium contains 14.80% of 155Gd and 15.65% of 157Gd, the remainder are Gd isotopes without
significant cross section for thermal neutrons. The high voltage to the cathode was provided with a
second power supply, and a drift field of 700 V/cm was chosen to avoid electron attachment to elec-
tronegative impurities and the subsequent loss of primary ionization electrons, while keeping the
drift velocity smaller than 2.0 cm/µs [27]. Given the large thickness of the cathode, the converter
was used in reflecting mode, i.e. the neutron beam, impinging orthogonally to the detector, cross
the readout board and the GEMs before reaching the Gadolinium cathode as shown in figure 3b.
In this way the conversion electrons do not need to traverse the entire Gadolinium thickness in
order to reach the active volume, which leads to a higher neutron detection efficiency. On the other
hand the scattering of the neutrons in the detector material decreases the position resolution and

– 3 –

Gd-GEM

The s of the position resolution amounts to 320 µm for the µTPC concept and 2025 µm for the
centre-of-mass approach. The results of all analysed regions can be found in table 1. The s of the
position resolution is everywhere better than 350 µm for the tape edges and the µTPC technique.
The values for the beam edges are indicative of the divergence of the collimation system and the
scattering of the beam. Even here the µTPC technique is usually a factor two better then the centre-
of-mass approach. Table 2 shows the results of the measurements with the 2 cm x 2 cm beam. Since
the edges of the in the 2 cm x 2 cm beam hit distribution in figure 7c are a combination of beam
edge and copper tape edge, the resulting position resolution amount to on average 500 µm.
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Figure 9: 3 mm x 10 cm collimated beam P3: Distribution of the reconstructed y coordinate using
a center-of-mass-based technique (in blue) and the µTPC analysis (in red).
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Gd

(a) Detector under test at R2D2 beam line.
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450 kΩ
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……
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HV1: 4000 V

HV2: 3300 V
Gd sheet (250 um)

(b) Schematic representation of the detector.

Figure 3: Measurement setup at R2D2 beam line with collimation slits and Triple-GEM detector
in reflecting configuration.

Gadolinium contains 14.80% of 155Gd and 15.65% of 157Gd, the remainder are Gd isotopes without
significant cross section for thermal neutrons. The high voltage to the cathode was provided with a
second power supply, and a drift field of 700 V/cm was chosen to avoid electron attachment to elec-
tronegative impurities and the subsequent loss of primary ionization electrons, while keeping the
drift velocity smaller than 2.0 cm/µs [27]. Given the large thickness of the cathode, the converter
was used in reflecting mode, i.e. the neutron beam, impinging orthogonally to the detector, crossed
the readout board and the GEMs before reaching the Gadolinium cathode as shown in figure 3b.
In this way the conversion electrons do not need to traverse the entire Gadolinium thickness in
order to reach the active volume, which leads to a higher neutron detection efficiency. On the other
hand the scattering of the neutrons in the detector material decreases the position resolution and
the efficiency. Geant4 simulations of the detector under test indicate that due to the scattering only
80% of the 2 Å neutrons reach the converter, where all of them are captured. In 51% of the capture
reactions conversion electrons are created, of which in 15% of the cases at least one reaches the
drift space. The expected efficiency in reflection mode is therefore 0.8 times 0.15 or 12%.

The efficiency measurement was carried out using a 0.2 x 2 cm collimated beam. First the
3He tube was installed directly behind the second set of slits, and a rate of 11 kHz was measured
with the 3He tube. After the removal of the 3He tube, a Cd sheet was placed in front of the GEM
detector, and a rate of 3.7 kHz measured with the GEM detector. Finally the Cd was removed, after
which the GEM measured a rate of 4.7 kHz. Apparantly the thermal neutron beam was dominated
by a high amount of background. Under these conditions the measured efficiency of (4.7 kHz -
3.7 kHz) / 11 kHz or 9.1% comes reasonably close to the simulated efficiency of 12%.

3.2 Detector readout and DAQ

The readout board was a cartesian x/y strip readout [28] with 256 strips and 400 µm pitch in x
and y direction. Four APV-25 [29] hybrid chips per readout were used to pre-amplify the signals.
The waveforms were digitized with the Scalable Readout System (SRS) [30] and acquired with
the ALICE DAQ system DATE [31] and the Automatic MOnitoRing Environment (AMORE) [32]
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•NMX: <<1mm position resolution requirement, 
Time Resolved, ca. 1m^2 detector area
•Take Micro Time Projection Chamber concept 
from ATLAS experiment upgrade
•Resolution: use single layer Gd, look for 
electrons

Track$x$ Track$y$

Start$of$track$
Start$of$track$B$layer$ B$layer$

BYGEM$detectors$for$NMX$

Courtesy of Dorothea Pfeiffer, ESS/CERN.  

1
2$

uTPC Boron: track and time structure of α/Li+ in 
Ar/CO2 gas (70/30).  
  
Development started in March at CERN.   
 
Getting ca. 100 - 200 µm resolution: limited by 
source setup. Take to neutron test beam soon.  
$
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Figure 6: (a) Schematic drawing of setup for tracking, (b) Position resolution of < 200µm measured with
10B4C

shown in figure 7b.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a) Picture of 10B4C coated cathode with copper grid, (b) Plot of hit distribution with clearly
visible sharp edges between regions with and without hits

Figure 6a shows the track of an ↵ particle in the drift volume. Charges created close to the cathode
drift towards the first GEM amplification stage. At an electric field of 1 kV/cm, the drift speed of
electrons in ArCO2 (70%:30%) is in the order of 4 cm/µs, which is slow in comparison with the speed of
m/µs and faster at which the ↵ particle and the conversion electrons propagate. Therefore the charges
from the end of the track close to the GEM foil are amplified first and induce a signal in the readout,
whereas the electrons from the beginning of the track arrive last. The µTPC concept uses now the
time structure of the induced signals on the strips to determine the start and end of the tracks. The
analog readout chip APV25 [20], which has 27 time bins of 25 ns length, was used in combination with
the Scalable Readout System (SRS) [21] to acquire data with a Boron-GEM and a Gd-GEM. The time
di↵erence in the described setup should amount to 200 ns or 8 time bins, but is slightly reduced by
di↵usion. Figures 8a 8b show two typical tracks of an ↵ particle and a conversion electron. The y axis
displays the time bin of the APV25, and the x axis is the strip number of the readout strip (400 µm
pitch). Beginning and end of the track are clearly visible. A simple constant faction discriminator was
used to determine the time at which the signal in each strip reached 50 % of the final amplitude. The
strip with the highest threshold crossing time indicated then the start of the track. Figure 6b compares
the position resolution obtained with the µTPC concept (in red) to the center-of-gravity approach (in
blue) for ↵ particles. The position resolution extracted from the fit of the ERF functions is �=1 mm for
the center-of-mass-based reconstruction and �=200 µm for the µTPC concept. The µTPC concept thus
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Figure 6: Charged particle track in the drift volume of the Triple-GEM detector with Gd cathode.

the resulting curved path that the conversion electrons travel in the drift volume. However with
the a particles from 10B4C [20] and their straight path, the waveforms just had one maximum. To
identify the start of the track, it was thus sufficient to determine for each strip the time t where
the rising flank of the pulse reaches 50% of its maximum amplitude (7a). The start of the track
was then the strip with the largest t. For the Gd conversion electrons one reaches better results
when using the time of the global maximum (7b) or the time when the falling flank falls below a
set threshold (7c). The best results are obtained when the time of the last local maximum is used
(7d). Interpreting the track as a point cloud composed of local maxima, an approach based on the
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [35] has been tested to reconstruct the whole track. It did
not lead to an improvement in position resolution compared to the last local maximum algorithm,
and was discarded due to the considerable computational effort.

Figure 8a shows the cathode with copper grid that was used for the measurement. The copper
grid was added to stop the conversion electrons from escaping from the converter into the gas. It
provides a sharp edge to measure the position resolution in addition to the edge of the collimated
beam, which is widened by the scattering of the neutrons in readout board and GEM foils. Both
types of edges can be seen in the plot of the hit distribution 8b. To determine the improvement in
position resolution due to the µTPC analysis compared to the traditional center-of-mass approach,
the regions with a large step in the hit distribution were studied.

Figure 9 shows as example the analysis of the position resolution in region P3 of the 0.3
x 10 cm collimated beam in figure 8b. The standard deviation s of the position resolution is
extracted from the fit of the complementary error function to the data. The reconstructed position
obtained with the µTPC concept (last local maximum) is shown in red, the centre-of-mass approach
in blue. The s of the position resolution amounts to 320 µm for the µTPC concept and 2025 µm
for the centre-of-mass approach. Since the Copper tape did not stop all conversion electrons, an
improvement of the position resolution is to be expected in presence of a sharper edge. The results
of all analysed regions can be found in table 1. The s of the position resolution is everywhere
better than 350 µm for the tape edges and the µTPC technique. The values for the beam edges
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Neutron diffraction in 
polycrystalline materials: 
Add-on for GEANT4

• GEANT4 is an invaluable simulation tool
• However, thermal/cold neutrons not well 

validated
• No support for crystal diffraction
• A new plugin NXSG4 allows neutron 

diffraction in polycrystalline materials
• Based on nxs library, used in McStas, Vitess
• Using simple unit cell parameters, only low 

energy neutron scattering is overriden. All 
other GEANT4 capability retained. 

118 T. Kittelmann, M. Boin / Computer Physics Communications 189 (2015) 114–118

Fig. 4. Original and NXSG4-corrected cross sections for neutron interactions with
aluminium in Geant4 compared to data [9].

Fig. 5. Generated neutron scattering angles in aluminium as a function of
wavelength provided through NXSG4. The statistics in each vertical column is
chosen to be proportional to the total scattering cross section at that wavelength.

Similarly, Fig. 5 shows the scattering angles provided byNXSG4:
visible is the strong discrete structure given by Eq. (1), on top of
an isotropic background from both phonon components as well as
the incoherency due to spin and isotopic variations. According to
Eq. (1), Bragg diffraction should here be described by sinusoidal
curves intersecting ✓ = 180° at � = 2dhkl/n. To illustrate the
correct positions of the curves, Eqs. (1) and (10) were used to
overlay curves for scattering of order n = 1 and Miller indices of
hkl = 111, 200 and 220.

5. Conclusion

Based on the nxs library, the NXSG4 extension augments the
existing rich capabilities of Geant4 to become a complete tool for

investigations of a multitude of phenomena at neutron scattering
facilities and elsewhere. It is being made freely available [29] for
non-commercial use.
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Fig. 4. Original and NXSG4-corrected cross sections for neutron interactions with
aluminium in Geant4 compared to data [9].

Fig. 5. Generated neutron scattering angles in aluminium as a function of
wavelength provided through NXSG4. The statistics in each vertical column is
chosen to be proportional to the total scattering cross section at that wavelength.

Similarly, Fig. 5 shows the scattering angles provided byNXSG4:
visible is the strong discrete structure given by Eq. (1), on top of
an isotropic background from both phonon components as well as
the incoherency due to spin and isotopic variations. According to
Eq. (1), Bragg diffraction should here be described by sinusoidal
curves intersecting ✓ = 180° at � = 2dhkl/n. To illustrate the
correct positions of the curves, Eqs. (1) and (10) were used to
overlay curves for scattering of order n = 1 and Miller indices of
hkl = 111, 200 and 220.

5. Conclusion

Based on the nxs library, the NXSG4 extension augments the
existing rich capabilities of Geant4 to become a complete tool for

investigations of a multitude of phenomena at neutron scattering
facilities and elsewhere. It is being made freely available [29] for
non-commercial use.
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Diffractive add-on for Geant4
● Out of the box, Geant4 includes no 

capability for crystal diffraction.

● A new plugin, NXSG4, is provided 
which enables proper neutron 
diffraction in arbitrary polycrystalline 
materials:

● Based on the nxs library (used 
already in McStas, Vitess)

● Based on basic unit-cell parameters, 
just low-energy neutron scattering is 
overridden. All other Geant4 
capability is retained, resulting in a 
rather complete tool for 
investigations of a multitude of 
phenomena at neutron facilities.

● Plugin freely available for non-
commercial purposes at 
http://cern.ch/nxsg4) and 
documented in paper (submitted).

T.#Ki&elmann,#M.#Boin

J.#Comp#Phys#Comm

• Available at http://cern.ch/nxsg4
• J. Comp Phys Comm 189 (2015) 114
Monte Carlo Particle Lists: MCPL: Allows to pass particles between McStas, MCNP, 
GEANT4
https://mctools.github.io/mcpl/
T. Kittelmann et al., subm. J. Phys Comm (2016) https://arxiv.org/abs/1609.02792

http://cern.ch/
https://mctools.github.io/mcpl/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1609.02792


Introduction

We present here the NCrystal code, consisting of Monte Carlo physics models for
simulating slow neutron transport in polycrystals and imperfect single crystals. It is
self-contained, flexible and readily interfacing to existing Monte Carlo applications, such
as McStas and Geant4. The main objective of this code is to support the on-going
developments at the ESS.
The first theory-driven polycrystal model (available at http://cern.ch/nxsg4) for Geant4
has been published by T. Kittelmann and M. Boin earlier this year1.

NCrystal

elastic scattering process inelastic scattering process

continuous thermal
scattering

ACE format discrete model

NXS model

Einstein model

polycrystal Bragg model

single crystal
Bragg model

polycrystal Bragg model

data-driven models in red
therory-driven models in blue

single crystal
Bragg model

1
T. Kittelmann, M. Boin, Comput. Phys. Commun. 189 (2015) 114-118.
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Filter simulation using the NXS based models

For applications that focus on neutron transmission, the theory-driven NXS

models can be used. Sapphire transmission coefficients are simulated and

compared with an empirical fitting curve from literature.
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Simulation of Neutron 
Scattering in Crystalline 
Materials

• “NCrystal" models physics of thermal neutron 
transport in poly- and single-crystalline materials

• Interface to MC models: GEANT4, MCNP, McStas
Modular design

The scattering physics in NCrystal is a combination of the inelastic and elastic

scattering processes. The double differential cross section describes the likelihood

of a neutron being scattered into a small solid angle d⌦ with final energy between

E 0
and E 0 + dE 0

. It can be expressed as

@2�

@E 0@⌦
=

@2�in

@E 0@⌦
+

@2�el

@E 0@⌦

In our implementation, functions are provided to represent the double

differential and the integral cross sections for individual models.

To satisfy the requirements from different needs, we develop theory-driven

models and data-driven models for both scatterings in polycrystals and

single crystals.

Users can select models to describe the scattering processes of interest.
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Extension under 
development 



State of the Art of Neutron Detectors

• Helium-3 Tubes most common
• Typically 3-20 bar Helium-3
• 8mm-50mm diameter common
• Using a resistive wire, position 

resolution along the wire of ca. 1% 
possible

IN5@ILL

can be large arrays of 10s of m2

• First micro pattern gaseous detectors was MSGC 
invented by A Oed at the ILL in 1988

• Rate and resolution advantages
• Helium-3 MSGCs in operationD20 powder diffractometer 

1D localisation 
48 MSGC plates (8 cm x 15 cm) 
Angular coverage : 160° x 5,8° 
Readout pitch : 2.57 mm ( 0,1°) 
5 cm conversion gap 
1.2 bar CF4 + 2.8 bars 3He 
Efficiency 60% @ 0.8 Å 

Curved 1D MSGC for the D20 Powder Diffractometer (2000) 
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smaller inclined angles: higher efficiency

F. Piscitelli, PhD Thesis, U.Perugia (2014)
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The Multi-Blade project

Multi-Blade
sample

neutrons

wires X

substrate

neutrons
θ strip

s Y
10B4C

MWPC

θ = 5 degrees

Why the counting rate capability is improved? 

1. The intensity is spread over a wider surface (5 
degrees ~ factor x10) 

2. Thin gap MWPC (4mm) 

3. Low gas gain operation G~20 
      (max 0.2pC avalanches) 

A cassette 
(unit)

High counting rate capability  

High spatial resolution
10B-detector for reflectometers

Simple, modular, cheap



Summary

F. Piscitelli et al., The Multi-Blade Boron-10-based Neutron Detector for high intensity Neutron Reflectometry at ESS, JINST 12 (3) P03013 (2017).

Multi-Blade 

gas gain 20

efficiency 45% @ 2.5Å 
56% @ 4.2Å 
65% @ 5.1Å

spatial resolution 0.5 x 2.5 mm2

uniformity 10%

overlap 50% eff. drop in 0.5mm gap

stability <1% in 12h

counting rate 
capability

>1.6 kHz/mm2 (lower limit) 
>17kHz / channel (lower limit)

gamma-ray 
sensitivity

< 10-7 (with 100keV threshold)
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x3 better than  
state-of-the-art

x10 better than  
state-of-the-art
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